The big benefit of working this way is
that a course is not limited to what the
instructors know or to knowledge that
is already agreed upon. There is always
the possibility of new knowledge being
created in the midst of discussions
between interested community
members. That’s a pretty exciting ride.

Knowledge Builder
Meet Mr. MOOC (Multiple Open Online Course).

D

AVE CORMIER says he has the
organizational skills of a small
rodent. So, when he was teaching 275
students at a community college in the
year 2000, he started searching for
a better way to distribute and collect
information. Eventually he went on to
coin the term “MOOC.” Cormier shares
with A\J how MOOCs got started and
his original imaginings about what they
were intended to be.

learning about the uses of educational
technology”], I suggested to George
that it seemed like what they were
doing was something new. As their
subscriptions reached 2,200 students,
I said it resembled a Massive Open
Online Course. And the name was
coined. I facilitated a Friday discussion
between Stephen and George during
that first MOOC and have co-facilitated
and facilitated about ten since then.

A\J: Tell me the story of MOOCs.

What did you originally envision for MOOCs?

David Cormier: In the spring and
summer of 2008, two Canadian
educators, Stephen Downes and
George Siemens, began planning an
open [free] online course for that fall
called Connectivism and Connective
Knowledge. They were running a paid
25-person course at the University of
Manitoba but decided to allow anyone
to access the course for free (the free
students wouldn’t be graded). In a
discussion that summer on Edtechtalk.com
[which is “an online community for
educators interested in discussing and

I am interested in the idea of the
community of a given field being
curriculum for that field. My thoughts
are that in any field, most of the
answers you need, most of the things
you need to know, are in the people
themselves. Our texts and readings are
just a record of the work done by other
people. My feeling is that if you are able
to get enough people together, you
can have a course without set readings
and clear pathways, one where the
direction of the work is really governed
by that community.
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KATE INGLIS

What has been the best thing about
MOOCs? The most challenging? The
most surprising?
I think when we consider what
happened to MOOCs once the big
universities and companies got involved
is that their format became people
watching videos and answering multiple
choice questions. That was hard to
accept at first. They took something that
was a vision of community building and
made it very bad pedagogy.
Since then, however, it has really
made the discussion about good online
learning something people think is
important. So, in that sense, it pushed
the conversation about learning . That’s
probably my favourite outcome from
the process.
I think the most surprising thing that
happened to me was the strength of
the communities that were built in some
of the MOOCs I was able to start.
What do you think people reading this
article should know?
Most MOOCs are going to be a chance
to read articles, watch videos and
answer multiple-choice questions. This
can be a great way to get an overview
on a topic. There’s nothing wrong with
that. If you’re lucky, though, you might
find a MOOC in your field that values
the community participation. These
have been career (and maybe even life)
changing for people. If you can find one
of these, take it. You won’t regret it.
Leah Gerber is the associate editor of A\J.
Dave Cormier’s passion is rhizomatic
education. What’s that, you ask? It’s a
way of thinking about the process of
learning with no beginning or ending.
Find more about Dave Cormier’s work on
open learning, MOOCs and rhizomatic
learning at Dave’s Educational Blog:
davecormier.com.
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